Hammers

Mallets / Lath / Deadblow / Nylon / Hobbyist

Rubber Mallets

All purpose rubber mallet, used
by professional tradesmen in
the automotive industry and in
maintenance workshops.
The wooden handle is contoured
to provide a comfortable grip during use.
The advantage of white mallets is that no
marks are left on the surface being struck.

Black

FAIRMB214
FAIRMB212
FAIRMB3
FAIRMB312

SIZE

WEIGHT

57mm (21⁄4 in)

567g (20oz)

76mm (3in)
89mm

⁄2 in)

FAIRMW214

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£6.98

£8.38

£7.46

£8.95

794g (28oz)

£8.17

£9.80

1.1kg (40oz)

£11.05

£13.26

63mm (21⁄2 in) 680g (24oz)
(31

White

Lath
Hammer

This specialist hammer is
a traditional tool used by both builders
and plasterers. The steel shaft features
a comfortable non-slip rubber grip and
the axe-shaped head is used for cutting
and trimming laths. The head incorporates
a notch designed for pulling nails, and the
striking face on the opposing end is used
for driving nails.
FAISSLH
£20.41 Ex VAT
£24.49 Inc VAT

76mm (3in)

WEIGHT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

567g (20oz)

£9.24

£11.09

794g (28oz)

£12.30

£14.76

Deadblow
Hammers

The perfect hammer for heavy and
effective blows. The specially designed
head is filled with steel shot to prevent
rebound and delivers dead blows for
maximum impact. Black PVC coated
with a non-slip grip.
Steel - PVC Coating
WEIGHT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIDBLOW112 680g (11⁄2 lb) £13.89
FAIDBLOW2

907g (2lb)

£15.41

£16.67
£18.49

Hobbyist Hammer

Tubular Steel
595g (21oz)

		
Nylon Faced
		Hammers ToolTeam
Multi-purpose soft face hammer
with a chrome plated head and two
screw-in nylon faces that are
designed to be replaced when
worn. The hammer features a
sturdy plastic shaft with a non-slip
black grip. Available in two face sizes.
Widely used in assembly applications
including engineering, furniture making,
shop fitting, partitioning, double glazing
and injection moulding operations.

FAIRMW3

SIZE

57mm (21⁄4 in)

TESTED

A mini hobby hammer with six interchangeable heads
for added versatility. The perfect tool for watchmakers,
silversmiths, jewellers and many hobbies that require the
use of a small precision striking tool. This high quality
hammer features a steel body and shaft, with a knurled
aluminium handle for additional grip and control.
Supplied with six
interchangeable
screw-on heads
Length: 175mm

Brass flat head
Acrylic flat head
Steel tapered head
Steel ball head
Steel dome head
Steel flat head

Specifically designed
for intricate work

FACE DIA. Ex VAT Inc VAT
FAINM32

32mm

£16.61

£19.93

FAINM38

38mm

£19.98

£23.98

Replacement Faces
FACE DIA. Ex VAT Inc VAT

110

FAINM32RF

32mm

£3.15

£3.78

FAINM38RF

38mm

£4.20

£5.04

Knurled handle
for a better grip
FAIHH
£10.55 Ex VAT £12.66 Inc VAT

